
ITTF PTT COMMITTEE    

TECHNICAL DELEGATE            
EVALUATION REPORT   

Name of Tournament:  ATLANTIC CUP-2007  
-___________________________  

Ranking Factor Approved for: 10 
-___________________________  

Name of the National Federation :    Federación Nacional de                                                           
Deportes para Sillas de Ruedas 

___________________________   

Name of the Chairman of the  
Organizing Committee:                   Jose Luis Campos   

___________________________                                                 

Date of Play:                                    November 7-11, 2007 - Mar Del 
Plata- ARG 

___________________________  

Name of Technical Delegate:           Benedito Rodrigues de Oliveira 
– BRA 

___________________________  

Report Submitted to IPC                 March 23, 2008  
And IPTTC: 
___________________________   



Accommodation:                     Hotel Chapadmalal, Hotel Mar Del                                                   
Plata and Hotel Pelayo were no                                                  
adapted for Wheelchair players but we                                                  
had all of the breakfast and the dinners                                                  
at the Hotels, or at the Chinese                                                   
Restaurant in the down-town of the                                                  
Mar Del Plata.  

Venue:                  Sport Hall:  Volleyball Training Center                                                  
of Argentine Federation;                            

Playing Hall:  There were two fields of playing: One                                                   
used for Wheelchairs players with four                                                  
tables in the wooden floor and the                                                   
other with taraflex floor used for                                                   
standing players with five tables;                                    

Tables:  09 playing tables;                                      

Floor:  Wooden – very good for wheelchairs                                                  
players and Taraflex very good for                                                  
standing players too;                                 

Lighting:  Good, with 700-800 Lux approx.                                             

                     

Spectator Seats:  500 seats only for standing spectator;              

Referee Table:  In the middle of the two fields of                                        
playing and at the same place that                                       
the computer room;               

Official room:  Room for the OC and TD together and                                       
at the side of Coffee Bar with area for                                       
lunches and for the first aid;  

                

Gluing area:  Outside of competitions areas;                                                                 

                  

Equipment:  Tables: 9 tables DHS- 4 tables                                                    
for wheelchairs;                                       

Nets: DHS;                                       
Balls: DHS three stars white;                                       
Scores: Doubles Happiness (new);                                       
Surroundings: Different marks (new). 



   
Competitions Days:        

November 7th, 2007:     Arrival and classification day for the                                         
participants, draw of Open event by                                        
Referee and TD;   

November 8th, 2007:    Start and final of Open competition,                                         
draw of Singles events;   

November 9th, 2007:    Start of Singles events; 
November 10th, 2007:    Final of Singles events and start and                                         

final of Team events, medals                                         
ceremony of all events (Open, Singles                                        
and Teams); 

November 11th, 2007:    Departure of the delegations.  

Participants:                   15 nations were present at the                                         
tournament: ARG-BRA-CAN-CHI-                                        
CRC-ESP-FRA-GBR-ITA-LIE-NED-                                        
SRB-SVK-USA-VEN;                                         

58 = Mens,                                         
30 = Womens;                                        
12 = Staff;                                        

100 = Participants in total.  

Transport:                      The local transport between Hotels                                          
to Venue was without problems and                                          
the bus needed about 20 minutes for                                         
it.                                         
But the transport of the delegations                                         
from Buenos Aires City to Mar Del                                         
Plata was no good. The buses used                                         
by Organization was not adapted that                                         
caused a big problems for all                                         
wheelchairs players because the buses                                         
needed about 6-6,30 hours  for the                                         
distance of 400 kilometers.                                         
Once again, on return from Mar Del                                          
Plata to Buenos Aires City most of                                         
all the delegations had to leave the 



                                        
Hotels at 3:00 a.m., but anyway some                                         
of the participants had problems with                                         
theirs flights and nobody of OC was                                         
there to help them.  

Meeting:                         There was no meeting for team                                         
leader.  

EDP:                               There was no EDP or any kind of                                          
course.  

Classification:                 Number of athletes classified: 01                                         
Number of observation athletes: 03                                         
Number of not showing up: 01                                         
Total number of athletes: 05.  

Results:                           All results were given to the all                                          
nations on CD ROM.                                         
The tournament Director Mr. Jose                                          
Luis Campos together with Referee                                         
Mr. Hernan Brizuela sent all                                         
electronically results to the Ranking                                         
Director Mr. Gael Marziou at the last                                         
day of competition and it was                                         
published by the webmaster at the site                                         
of ITTF PTT in the day after of the                                         
End of competition. So the                                         
competition finished on November                                         
11, 2007 and the Ranking Points,                                          
Rating and Result was published on                                          
November 12, 2007.  

Organizing Committee:  CIDELI  

President of Cideli:         Mr. Pablo Videla  

Tournament Director:     Mr. Jose Luis Campos  

Event Manager:               Mr. Gustavo Cheppi  

Transport:                        Miss. Yesika Cingolani  

Computer Center:            Mr. Hernan Brizuela. 



 
Officials:           Classifiers:           Mr. Horacio Miyagi-ARG                             

Referee:               Mr. Hernan Brizuela                             

Umpires:             20 National and 3                                                         

International ITTF PTT                                                       

Ball Boys/Girls:  During the tournaments                                                         
were enough boys and girls                                                         
for wheelchair..                             

Medical:             There was no ambulance at                                                         
local venue, but there was a                                                        
Doctor available on the                                                        
whole time at the hall.  

Final evaluation: The timetable was finished as it had planned                              
by referee.                             
In the Sport Halls no problem with the                             
players about the water, so the drinking                             
program was prepared well.                            
The transport from Hotels to Venue/Hotels                             
no problems because the OC used an old                              
adapted bus from CIDELI with right                             
schedule as it was planned.                             
The bigger problems were about the                             
accommodation, because the Hotels were no                             
adapted for wheelchairs players and some of                             
them the lift was accessible for only one                             
wheelchair.                             
So, some of the delegations had to change of                             
Hotels and they had to pay the difference of                              
level of the Hotels.                              
Nevertheless, I talked with Mr. Jose Luis                             
Campos the Director of OC and I had his                             
agreement that some delegations would                             
not pay for the two days of arriving early in                              
Marl Del Plata, because the correct day of                              
arriving was November 07, 2007 and their                              
arrival was November 05, 2007.  



                      
Why I agreed with the rum of the                         
tournament?                             

First of all, I had to think in the                           
RANKING POINTS of all players                           
that were already there. All Players                           
were already paid for the competition,                           
so, I could not to cancel the                           
ATLANTIC CUP.                           
The first Venue planned for the                           
competition was cancelled by                            
misunderstanding between authority                           
of the City Council. Mr. Jose Luis                           
Campos show me another Venue                           
where the Argentine Federation  make                           
training of Volleyball.                           
I asked to OC to improve the lighting                           
of the two halls with about 700-800                           
lux approximately and without                           
daylight, and they worked hard and it                            
was done.                           
In spit of, no support had been given                           
by the authority of the City Council of                            
Mar Del Plata, the OC worked hard                            
and alone, but the tournament rum                            
without problems on the playing field.                            

For the next tournament in Mar Del                           
Plata will be necessary a TD                           
Inspection, before its approval.                              

I know that OC have condition to                           
make a good tournament like was                          

done during the Parapanamerican                          
Championships/2005(Mar Del                          
Plata).  



                         
I would like to congratulate Mr. Jose                          
Luis Campos and his complete team                          
under the umbrella of CIDELI                          
for all the work and the nice but                           
difficult tournament.    

March 23rd, 2008   

Benedito Rodrigues de Oliveira 
ITTF PTT- TD                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              


